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2013 members elected

New South Wales
Division Full name Party
Banks COLEMAN, David LP
Barton VARVARIS, Nickolas LP
Bennelong ALEXANDER, John LP
Berowra RUDDOCK, Philip LP
Blaxland CLARE, Jason ALP
Bradfield FLETCHER, Paul LP
Calare COBB, John NP
Charlton CONROY, Pat ALP
Chifley HUSIC, Ed ALP
Cook MORRISON, Scott LP
Cowper HARTSUYKER, Luke NP
Cunningham BIRD, Sharon ALP
Dobell McNAMARA, Karen LP
Eden-Monaro HENDY, Peter LP
Farrer LER, Sussan LP
Fowler HAYES, Chris ALP
Gilmore SUDMALIS, Ann LP
Grayndler ALBANESE, Anthony ALP
Greenway ROWLAND, Michelle ALP
Hughes KELLY, Craig LP
Hume TAYLOR, Angus LP
Hunter FITZGIBBON, Joel ALP
Kingston Smith THISTLETHWAITE, Matt ALP
Lindsay SCOTT, Fiona LP
Lyne GILLESPIE, David NP
Macarthur MATHESON, Russell LP
Mackellar BISHOP, Bronwyn LP
Macquarie MARKUS, Louise ALP
McMahons BOWEN, Chris ALP
Mitchell HAWKE, Alex LP
New England JOYCE, Barnaby NP
Newcastle CLAYDON, Sharon ALP
North Sydney HOCKEY, Joe LP
Page HOGAN, Kevin NP
Parkes COULTON, Mark NP
Parramatta OWENS, Julie ALP
Paterson BALDWIN, Bob LP
Reid LAUNDY, Craig LP
Richmond ELLIOT, Justine ALP
Riverina MccORMACK, Michael NP
Robeson WICKS, Lucy LP
Shortland HALL, Jill Griffths ALP
Sydney PLIBERSEK, Tanya ALP
Throsby JONES, Stephen ALP
Warringah ABBOTT, Tony LP
Watson BURKE, Tony ALP
Wentworth TURNBULL, Malcolm LP
Werriwa FERGUSON, Laurie ALP

Getbrand WATTS, Tim ALP
Gippstown CHESTER, Darren NP
Goldstein ROBB, Andrew LP
Gorton O’CONNOR, Brendan ALP
Higgins O’Dwyer, Kely LP
Holt BYRNE, Anthony ALP
Holman O’NEIL, Clare ALP
Ind McGOWAN, Cathy IND
Isaacs DREYFUS, Mark ALP
Jagajaga MACKLIN, Jenny ALP
Kooyong FRYDENBERG, Josh ALP
La Trobe WOOD, Jason LP
Lalor RYAN, Joanne ALP
Mallee BROAD, Andrew NP
Maribyrnong SHORTEN, Bill ALP
McMillan BROADBENT, Russell LP
Melbourne BANDIT, Adam GRN
Melbourne Ports DANBY, Michael ALP
Menzies ANDREWS, Kevin LP
Murray STONE, Sharron LP
Scullin GILES, Andrew ALP
Wannon TEHAN, Dan ALP
Wills THOMSON, Kelvin ALP
Queensland
Division Full name Party
Bair NEUMANN, Shayne Kenneth ALP
Bonner VASSA, Ross LNP
Bowman LAMING, Andrew LNP
Brisbane GAMBARO, Teresa LNP
Capricornia LANDRY, Michelle LNP
Dawson CHRISTENSEN, George LNP
Dickson DUTTON, Peter LNP
Fadden ROBERT, Stuart LNP
Fairfax PALMER, Clive Frederick PUP
Fisher BROUGHT, Mal LNP
Flynn O’DOWO, Ken LNP
Forde van MANIEN, Bert LNP
Griffith RUD, Kevin* LNP
Groom MACFARLANE, Ian LNP
Herbert JONES, Ewen LNP
Hinkler PITT, Keith LNP
Kennedy KATTER, Bob KAP
Leichhardt ENTSCH, Warren LNP
Lilley SWAN, Wayne ALP
Longman ROY, Wyatt LNP
Maranoa SCOTT, Bruce LNP
McPherson ANDREWS, Karen LNP
Moncrieff CIOBO, Steven LNP
Moreton PERRET, Graham Douglas ALP
Osley RIPOLL, Bernie ALP
Petrie HOWARTH, Luke LNP
Rankin CHALMERS, Jim ALP
Ryan PRENTICE, Jane LNP
Wide Bay TRUSS, Warren LNP
Wright BUCHHOLZ, Scott LNP

Western Australia
Division Full name Party
Brand GRAY, Gary ALP
Canning RANDALL, Don LP
Cowan SIMPKINS, Luke LP
Curtin BISHOP, Julie LP
Durack PRICE, Melissa LP
Forrest MARINO, Nola ALP
Freemantle PARKE, Melissa ALP
Hasluck WYATT, Ken LP
Moore GOODENOUGH, Ian LP
O’Connor WILSON, Rick LP
Pearce PORTER, Christian LP
Perth MacTIERNAN, Alannah ALP
Stirling KEENAN, Michael LP
Swan IRONS, Steve LP
Tangney JENSEN, Dennis LP

South Australia
Division Full name Party
Adelaide ELLIS, Kate ALP
Barker PASEN, Tony LP
Boothby SOUTHCOTT, Andrew LP
Grey RAMSEY, Rowan LP
Hindmarsh WILLIAMS, Matt ALP
Kingston RISHWORTH, Amanda ALP
Makin ZAPPIA, Tony ALP
Mayo Briggs, Jamie LP
Port Adelaide BUTLER, Mark LP
Sturt PYNE, Christopher LP
Wakefield CHAMPION, Nick ALP

Tasmania
Division Full name Party
Bass NIKOLIC, Andrew LP
Braddon WHITELEY, Brett LP
Denison WILKIE, Andrew IND
Franklin COLLINS, Julie LP
Lyons HUTCHINSON, Eric LP

Australian Capital Territory
Division Full name Party
Canberra BRODTMANN, Gai ALP
Fraser LEIGH, Andrew ALP

Northern Territory
Division Full name Party
Lingiari SOWNDON, Warren ALP
Solomon GRIFFS, Natasha CLP

*Butler Terri (ALP) elected in Griffith (QLD) by-election February 2014.

House of Representatives 2013 party representation
Party NSW VIC QLD WA SA TAS ACT NT Total
Australian Labor Party 18 19 6 3 5 1 2 1 55
Liberal 23 14 0 12 6 3 0 0 58
Liberal National Party 0 0 22 0 0 0 0 0 22
The Nationals 7 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 9
Country Liberals (NT) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
The Greens 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
Katter’s Australian Party 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
 Palmer United Party 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
Independent 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 2
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1. Butler Terri (ALP) elected in Griffith (QLD) by-election February 2014.